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It would be unthinkable to build a house without a plan or blueprint. Initially, the house may only exist in 
the mind of the future homeowners as ideas, or as pieces of various dreams. Sometimes the future 
homeowners may not even know what they want, or know whether what they want is even possible. The 
ideas may be full of internal contradictions and impossibilities. 

This is not a problem in a dream world, but in the physical realm any inconsistencies and obstacles must be 
resolved before someone can start to construct a house. A building contractor needs a solid plan: a 
blueprint of the house with an exact description of the materials to be used, the size of the roof beams, the 
capacity of the plumbing, and many other specifications. The builder follows the plan and has the 
knowledge to construct what is in the blueprint. For the blueprint to be completed, the architect works 
with the future homeowner to take the ideas and desires and build a model that is feasible for the building 
contractor to create.

The architect is trained in the skills of translating ideas into models. The architect listens to the description 
of the ideas and asks many questions that are then put into a diagram (the blueprint) that allows for 
discussion and analysis, giving advice, describing sensible options, documenting it, and confirming it with 
the future homeowners. This diagram provides the future homeowners with a plan of the home they want.



A conceptual model is a formal model in which every table being modeled in the real world has a 
corresponding object in the model. It describes the things of significance to an organization (entities), about 
which it collects information, characteristics (attributes) of these entities, and associations between pairs of 
entities (relationships). 

The conceptual modeling has a formal analysis and design method that uses a set of guidelines and rules to 
capture the semantics of a domain. Formal methods include textual or graphical notations to create, 
present, validate, and manipulate data models. It clarifies identification of entities, attributes, and 
relationships. It provides a basis for discussion and refinement.

A conceptual model is important to a business because it:

• Describes the exact information needs of the business

• Facilitates discussion

• Prevents mistakes and misunderstandings

• Forms a sound basis for physical database design

• Documents the processes (also known as business rules) of the business

• Takes into account regulations and laws governing this industry
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Entities are the real-world objects or things that are distinguishable from other objects. 
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Attributes defines the characteristics of the entities.
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We represent the conceptual model using an ERD. Hence the components of conceptual modeling are:

• Entities

• Attributes

• Relationships 
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The slide shows the steps to create a conceptual model.
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The slide shows an example of a conceptual model.
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ERD is a model that identifies the concepts or entities that exist in a system and the relationships between 
those entities.

It serves several purposes:

• The database analyst/designer gains a better understanding of the information to be contained in the 
database through the process of constructing the ERD. 

• It serves as a documentation tool.

• It is used to communicate the logical structure of the database to users. In particular, it effectively 
communicates the logic of the database to users.
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The data model should stay the same even if a database is not used at all; for example, when the data is 
eventually stored on pieces of paper in a filing cabinet.
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The entity relationship model (ERM) is derived from business specifications, and its intended goal is to 
create a clear picture of the information that will be stored in a future database. 
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Consider your school record. From your earliest days, data about you was captured. Your absences, 
disciplinary history, classes taken, and grades earned are probably part of your record.
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The slide shows the steps to build an ERD.
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Read the business scenario for the sporting goods company, and then examine the completed ERD. 
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This slide shows the completed Sporting Goods ERD.
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